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My aim was to create a series of paintings of Lake Eyre and surrounds
after flying over and visiting sites there during September 2011.
Not long afterwards came the sad news that three dedicated individuals
who travelled this vast landscape extensively by helicopter had died due
to a helicopter crash, while making another documentary for the ABC.
The journalist Paul Lockyer, cameraman John Bean and pilot Gary
Ticehurst gave much to the lives of many who live in and love to visit this
landscape. I would like you to remember them in the works you see here.
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EYRE AERIAL
The flooding of Lake Eyre would have to be one of Australia’s great natural events.
Cooper Creek, the Diamantina and Georgina rivers flow with water from rains from over a
thousand kilometres away -in Queensland- towards the parched areas around Lake Eyre.
Coloured earths gathered on the journey create the most magnificent abstract patterns
in slow motion, best observed from the air. It is indeed flights over these vistas that filled
Wim de Vos with awe and wonder.
A long artistic journey of exploring identity and belonging precedes these mature and
powerful works.
Wim de Vos was born in the Netherlands and came to Brisbane with his parents in
1959 when he was 12 years old. After gaining a Diploma in illustration at Central Tech
in Brisbane (1963–67), he trained at the Queensland College of Art (QCA) (1978–80).
He became first well known in Brisbane when he showed at Michael Milburn’s gallery
in 1984–86 (reviewed by Gertrude Langer), soon after two postgraduate years in the
Netherlands at the Jan van Eyck Academie in Maastricht. There were prints and drawings
on paper, folded to represent bay windows through which the wintery Dutch landscape
was observed; views half remembered from his youth rekindled and reconnected with.
Though quite young when he left the country of his birth he noted that:”I could totally
understand it, everything about it: the smells, the sounds, the looks—those wintery
colours”. The works at the first show at Milburn might have been less of a celebration
and more of a purge, because these recognitions and sensations challenged his sense
of belonging: was it here or there? Personal and practical reasons though tied him to
Australia, where he also spent his most formative art training. There is a huge difference
in focus between those beginnings and the works in the present exhibition, but from his
earliest work onwards we see one of the most enduring characteristics of his practice;
experimentation and invention.
“Nothing if not experimental” could well be his motto. Graduating at QCA in printmaking,
sculpture and painting equipped him well, working with a huge range of media from
traditional etching, lithography to experimental perspex, electronics, paper casting. In
addition he played guitar in several bands for 12–14 years, and did vocal and instrumental
arranging. Indeed we see an artist, who is multi skilled and diverse; who works with
traditional and contemporary concepts and media in both 3D and 2D realisations,
extending and inventing. His practice articulates the joy of complete freedom to
experiment: combining and juxtaposing all that is in his range. Yet within this there is
always the challenge to find a balance between freedom and structure.
As his art practice accelerated and widened, many exhibitions followed; Mark/Remark,
On Paper with Paper and Dusk to Dust at Michel Sourgnes. Often works were abstractions
related to music; titles such as Sound drawings, Tone Poems give a flavour. Sculptural
pieces including lighting Chord, Counterpoint and Soundscape attracted favourable
comments from reviewer Phyllis Woolcock. .
When he discovered artists‘books with Madonna Staunton in the early 1980s these became
an ideal vessel to engage with all elements at once, painting, printmaking, drawing, three

dimensional and temporal elements. Not surprising then that several books relate to
music; for instance Bruckner, with pages of sombre abstractions progressing through
time. His books, drawings and prints were shown in countless exhibitions: the State
Library of Qld, Noreen Graham’s Gallery, Libris Awards and many regional galleries— as
well as overseas. His works are also represented in a wide range of private and public
collections.
His involvement with artists’ books was further developed with Adele Outteridge –a well
known sculptural bookmaker –with whom he opened Studio West End in 1998. It is a
veritable ‘wunderkammer’ of larger and smaller art works, in itself an installation. A haven
for art lovers and makers of things, this is where he and Adele generously share their
skills and insights with students and visitors. They are much in demand as tutors and
give workshops all over Australia.
Over the years we see an increasing connection with the Australian landscape in Wim’s
work, such as a concertina book of a wide horizon of an outback landscape, and
painted studies of landscape colours. He remembers a defining moment during one
of his workshops. It was at in the early 1990s at Bundoona Station in far South-Western
Queensland: “it happened one afternoon...standing in this open space of endless sky
and earth ...it was dead quiet...golden light; tiny sounds of birds, a slight breeze... an
understanding just hit me—it was like a vision—my sense of belonging to this landscape
was now very clear”.
His landscape paintings increased in acuity and narrative connections with the landscape,
such as we see in this exhibition which took 5 years to come to fruition. On this journey
we see him also finding a resolution between impulse and refinement. Printmaking for
him has restraint but painting has the freedom of the brush, a sense of spontaneity much
admired by him in the American abstractionists such as De Kooning, Rauschenberg and
Motherwell.
The landscapes that we see in this exhibition portray a point in a long journey not only
of the flood waters depicted, but of the artist himself. A journey representing a search
for identity and finding a balance between structurally refined elements and uninhibited
mark making.
These works also epitomise the extreme delight of being in an environment that is entirely
shaped by nature with no human interference at all. It is a feeling perhaps unique to those
who, like myself, have grown up in the Netherlands where nature is always tailored by
humans, confined and infringed on. But these landscapes are of themselves only. As Wim
says: “they are tough and harsh and yet have the most delicate colours and textures”. A
combination which begs to be painted. Looking at these paintings we recognise location,
but more than that we see colour and form, spontaneity and structure in balance; and we
can also sense sound, encapsulated in the layers of paint!
Dr. Anneke C. Silver
Visual Artist
Associate Professor Visual Arts 1990–2006
James Cook University, Townsville
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